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SJS Student To Challenge SDS Attitude
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Parker Seeks New Group
YTo Protect Right of Dissent
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Faculty Forum

SDS Sponsors Debate
By MARIE RODRIGUEZ
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS faculty are vocalizing their
views on "Viet Name and Such"
as a faculty counterpart of the
Friday Forum is being held on
Seventh Street this week.
The informal discussions, sponsored by the Students for a Democratic Society, attracted a large
crowd of students yesterday on
the cafeteria lawn.
Yesterday’s speakers included
Dr. Robin Brooks, assistant professor of history; Peter Collins, assistant professor of foreign languages; Conrad Borovski, assistant
professor of foreign languages and
Dr. Richard Tansey, professor of
art.
By far the largest crowd was attracted as Dr. Brooks attempted
to give his views on American
foreign policy. What ensued was
an hour of heated discussion between Dr. Brooks and a lone non-

Living Center
Support Aids
Charity Drive
With a pledge of 2,000 cans
from Toad Hall, the Thanksgiving
food drive is on its way to success.
Although the commuter and
faculty response to Operation
Thanksgiving has been slow, Brian
Burgess, co-chairman, hopes that
more cans will be donated to the
giant food basket on Seventh
Street as the week goes on.
The basket was towed to many
of the living centers last night
in a move to attract more response.
The dorms are holding interwing competition for the drive.
All the dorms, with the exception
of Allen Hall, are participating.
The charity food drive is sponsored by Circle K, Kiwanis-affiliated group and Associated Women
Students. Any type of non-perishable or canned food will be accepted and turned over to the
Salvation Army for distribution to
needy families in the San Jose
area.
Contributions from the living
centers will be collected Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of this
week,
Trophies will be given to the
living center with the highest total
of cans, Burgess said.

SDS Introduces
New College Idea
The SJS chapter of Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS)
will hold its regular meeting today
in C11149 at 3:30 p.m.
SDS will discuss its proposed
experimental college for SJS, tentatively scheduled to begin this
spring. The "college" is expected
to offer courses in Negro history,
non-violence, and Vietnamese history among others, according to
Dave Ilanna, member of SDS’ executive council. Hanna explained
the courses hopefully will be offered through existing departmental setups, facilitating accreditation of these courses.
Phil Whitten, past president of
SDS and currently the unofficial
leader of the present executive
council of the organization, said
yesterday, "SDS will go on record
as supporting, not sponsoring, individuals who are going to picket
the Marines on campus Wednesday."
A contingent of U.S. Marine
recruiters is scheduled to be on
Seventh Street tomorrow as part
of its effort to recruit volunteers.

student debater who stood his
ground against all corners.
Dr. Brooks described the heart
of most revolutions as a question
of land and land reform. Revolution is most often a change in
property control and many revolutions have been won by the Communists because they offer the
most to the people, he continued.

want and questioned the morality
of anyone’s saying, "We are going
to mold you. This is to be your
destiny." He said that this will
happen again and again and in
the end will lead to total isolation.
The discussion was broken up
only after the crowd was told that
another professor was scheduled to
speak.
The faculty discussion will conOTHER DISCUSSION
The discussion then rapidly tinue for the rest of the week
switched to bits and pieces of with four faculty members speakvarious other topics including Ho ing every day.
Chi Minh as the George Washington of Viet Nam, the question of
existence of a police state in both
North and South Viet Nam, and
the United States’ role in countries from Iran to Israel.
Dr. Brooks, in the midst of the
almost chaotic rise of voices and
tempers, told the group that his
purpose in being there was to discuss the relationship of ideology to
foreign policy. "The United States
stands as a barrier to social
By STEVE KECH
changes in the world today," he
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
stated.
An 18-year-old SJS coed who
The other speaker, who refused was kidnaped Sunday night by two
to give his name, repudiated the burglars making a getaway said
group by saying that it holds two she was "kind of in shock"
different standards of morality. throughout the ride.
"It’s a counter revolution and bad
Freshman music major Mary
if it is against one thing, but a
revolution and good if it is against
another," he stated. "Countries
realize power politics and not good
or bad," he continued. "They find
their good where they see it."
MORALITY QUESTIONED
He went on to tell the crowd it
does not know what the people

WILLIAM PARKER
... ’protect SJS image’

By RICK SKINNER
Spartan Daily staff Writer
WI111/1111 Parker, 30, SJS management major, proposed a new
campus organization yesterday "to
protect academic freedom and the
right to dissent."
Parker announced he is putting
together "an organization to counteract some of the images projected by groups such as SDS
(Students for a Democratic Soelegy)."
"Many people," Parker said,
"feel that the members of SDS
and other groups don’t understand
democracy, Frankly, I feel SDS
is a misnomer. They’re not interested in other people’s viewpoints.
Because you disagree, you’re a
radical. They’ve got to understand
they have a responsibility.
RESPONSIBILITY ATTACKED
"If they wish to exercise the
grants of the U.S. Constitution,
then they must realize the responsibility that goes with them.
Our goal (of the proposed organization) is to protect the rights
of all individuals including SDS.
In fact, we welcome members of
SDS as possible members of our
group.

Freshman Coed Describes
Sunday Night Kidnap Ride

$1,341 In Cash
And Checks Taken
From Local Store

Committees Hold
Interviews Today

Interviews will be held today
in the College Union at 2:30 p.m.
for positions on the ASB Rally
Committee. The committee is concerned with promotion of overall
school spirit, the selection of Spartan Mascot, Spardi, and the organization of a high school rally
day.
Positions are also open on the
Housing Committee which reviews
student grievances regarding the
housing situation and makes recommendations on SJS housing
policy. Interviews for this committee are also at 2:30 p.m.

The Spartan Market, a grocery
at Eighth and William Streets,
was burglarized late Sunday evening with $1,341 in cash and
checks reported stolen.
Owner Joe Cachopo reports that
sometime after the 11 p.m. closing,
someone entered the market
through the back door, forcing
open the padlock and bending two
steel bars.
Cachopo asks that anyone who
cashed checks at the market on
Sunday immediately call their
banks and stop payment. "I may
get some of the money back if
the banks do not honor the stolen
checks." commented Cachopo.
The $1,341 was not insured since
It is classified as "unattended
money," he said.

Wayne Bush of Santa Clara told
Spartan Daily last night that she
was driving home from a concert
rehearsal when the two men ran
her 1962 Corvair off the road in
the 900 block of West Taylor.
"They forced me over (from the
driver’s side) at gunpoint," she
said. "Then they ordered me Into
the back, blindfolded me and told
me to keep my head down."
The gunmen "threatened me"
and said they "would kill me if I
didn’t cooperate," she continued.
"I was (kept at gunpoint) in
the car about an hour and let out
(on a country road) about 10
miles out of Milpitas," she related.
"Then I walked to a farmhouse
about five miles away and telephoned my mother."
The girl’s mother, Mrs. Marian
Bush, is a teacher with the Santa
Clara Unified School District.
Late last night, San Jose police
said they had no new leads, but
suspected the two burglars had
fled the county.
A police department spokesman
said the truck used in the burglary
had been "stolen from San Francisco," leading police to believe
that the men were not from the
San Jose area.
The spokesman said he believed
the two bandits were still driving

Probe Group
Covering ASB
Meets Tonight

AVOID VIOLENCE
"I want to make it clear that
it is not the beliefs of SDS that
are in question.
"This new group also is a move
to avoid physical violence. A number of students are ready to attack
these protesters and picketers. This
is not the answer."
Parker declared he had "in excess of 50 students" who had indicated their interest in his proposed group. "Some professors also

the light-colored sedan belonging
to Miss Bush.
The blond coed reported she had
thought the two men were "firemen" when they forced her off the
road. The burglars had been driving
a police-type vehicle belonging to
the American District Telephone
Company.
Also, Miss Bush related that her
car had been smoking and that
she thought this was why they had
stopped her vehicle.
The burglars repeatedly threatened her, Miss Bush said, but when
she inquired, "Are you going to
Student Directories are free to
kill me?" they replied "Don’t be
all students, and faculty and staff
silly, that happens only on TV."
this year and are available, while
they last, at three locations on
campus.
Directories may be obtained at
the Cafeteria, Spartan Bookstore
and the Student Affairs Business
Debate over a resolution to Office, Building R.
According to William Felse, stu"repudiate the John Birch Society"
will highlight tonight’s meeting of dent affairs business manager,
the SJS Young Republicans at 8 "Some 12,000 directories have been
in the San Jose Room of the north ordered and are available on a
first-come, first -served basis at no
wing of the library (LN630).
Fred Kruegar, president of the cost to students or faculty holding
YRs, said yesterday, "During the an ASB or a faculty card."
This year’s student directory
business phase of the meeting, a
debate on a very important resolu- does not, however, contain the
tion repudiating the John Birch names of any faculty or foreign
students.
Society will take place."

chairman of Academic Council, will
describe the workings of the Council.
In its last hearing, November 4,
the Commission heard a proposal
by Dr. John Sperling, associate
professor of humanities, that Academic and Student Councils be
merged to form a "College Council."
Dr. DeBey’s presentation will
speak upon the practicality of such
a drastic change.

Student Directories Free;
Foreign Students Not Listed

YR’s To Debate
Birch Repudiation

John Simmons, assictant director
of public relations and publications, explains, "All of the No. 7
cards in the registration packet
were used to make up a mailing
list for the parents. These same
cards were sent to the student
personnel people to use in typing
up a list of all students to be
sent to Texas, where the directory
was printed."
"Somehow," Simmons stated,
"after the cards of the foreign
students were separated from the
rest to make up the directory list,
they were overlooked and accidentally forgotten."
"It is unfortunate that their
names were left out," Simmons
added. "We’re trying to correct
the mistake."

Symphony Orchestra Plays Tonight
By CHARLOTTE WONG
Spartan Daily Fine Arts Editor
Patrick Meierotto, associate professor of music, will direct the 75piece SJS Symphony Orchestra tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15
in Concert Hall. Admission is free.
The orchestra will present Mozart’s Symphony No. 36 in C
major; Recitative: Giuense elfin II
momento" and Aria: "Deh vienl,
non tardar," from "Le Nozze di
Figaro."
The program will also include
the aria "Connais-tu-pays?" from
"Mignon" by Ambroise Thomas;
the overture from Carnaval Romain," op. 9 by Hector Berlioz; the
aria "Vissi dare vissi d’amore."
from "Tosco" by Giacomo Puccini
and "Shelmo," a Hebraic rhapsody
for cello and orchestra by Ernest
Bloch.

Portraits Scheduled
Appointments arc still being scheduled for pictures to appear in
the spring edition of Sparta Life Magazine. Seniors and master’s candidates may sign up for appointments in Building V, 177 S. 10th St.
Pictures are being taken today through Saturday, 8:45 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., and tomorrow and Thursday, 5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m., in Building V.
Picture fee is $3.50, which covers a subscription to both fall and
spring editions of Sparta Life. The first issue will appear Monday,
second Issue in late May.

Deadline Extended
The deadline for filing Graduate Representative petitions has been
extended until Wednesday, Nov. 16, announced Paul Morey, ASB Election Board chairman.
Candidates with a 2.25 GPA or higher may file their intent to run
by leaving their petitions, signed by at least 25 graduate students, in
the Election Board mailbox in the College Union and by notifying
Morey at 296-2980. Deadline is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Elections for the two grad rep positions will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday, Nov. 22 and 23,

SOLOISTS FEATURED

ROTC Tests To Begin
The Department of Military Science announced that testing will
begin for the two-year ROTC Program in January, 1967. Testing
dates are Jan. 14 and Feb. 18, 1967.
All interested male personnel are urged to attend one of the testing dates. The test will be conducted in MH324.
For additional information, contact the Department of Military
science, MH308 or phone ext. 2722,

"We must maintain decorum, are interested," he said.
hospitality and courtesy while pur"Throughout history, there has
suing the rights of dissent. The I Ties el been a more democratic sofailure of SDS to listen is jeopard- ciety than America," Parker exizing academic freedom and the claimed. "Just what type of demorights of dissent. Students who cratic society are these people lookwish to maintain these rights are ing for? I suggest that perhaps
encouraged to participate actively it is anarchy. I don’t think SDS
and not passively."
is a fatal entity in any sense, but
you can’t ignore a bad cough. I
METHODS QUESTIONED
recommend aspirin, cough syrup
Parker pointed out that his pro- and perhaps a little alcohol as
posed organization was not de- remedies to this dormant illness,
signed to "combat SDS." "I’m which is an irritating side-effect
down on their methods only," he of something more major."
said. "I feel they’re doing great
harm to themselves, and it (the
harm) may spill over onto the
students and the school, like it did
at the University of California at
Berkeley. There, students undid
fifty years of U.C.’s reputation as
a great liberal college in less than
two years. And while students say
a reputation isn’t everything, and
that it’s what you learn that
counts, people in the business
Pres. Robert D. Clark’s 13world will not ask you what you member Commission on Student
where
you
learned they’ll ask
Government will conduct its fourth
you went to college.
open hearing tonight at 7 in JC134.
"We want to offset the image
The Commission, which has been
projected by these New Leftists. charged with investigating and
We don’t want to let these people evaluating the ASB Constitution
completely take over the image of and judiciary, again solicits rethe institution. The people who
sponse in the form of criticism
join us will decide our goals. We from the average,
uninvolved stuhave room for all concepts, philo- dent.
sophies and beliefs, but the work
At the request of chairman Joe
we do has to come from the Rynear, Dr. Harold DeBey, head
students.
of the Tutorials Program and

SJS Symphony Orchestra, 75 members strong, will be conducted
by Patrick Meierotto, associate professor of music, when it performs works by Mozart, Thomas, Berlioz and Puccini tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:15 in Concert Hall.

Featured soloists will be senior
music majors Shoran Kelley, soprano, and Cheryll Melott, cellist.
Critic Saint-Foix notes that
Symphony No. 36 "truly opens the
period of Mozart’s great orchestral
compositions."
Donald Homuth, associate professor of music, states that the
usual four movements of the classical symphony are present in the
work, adding, "the fast initial

movement starts with a slow introduction, which at this time was
seemingly regarded by Mozart as
almost indispensable in opening a
grand symphony."
Professor Homuth points out
that "Berlioz is exceedingly important in the history of orchestration because of his brilliant and
colorful scores. An early Romanticist, he used the orchestral intruments for their peculiar tonal qualities in a highly imaginative way."
PIANO TAUGHT
Professor Meierotto is teaching
courses in piano and music literature in performance this semester.
He has studied piano with Johava
Harris, Max Lanner, Walter Robert and Paul Badura-Skoda.
His studies in chamber music
have been with Ferenc Molnar;
Louis Pei-ringer and the La Salle
String Quartet and in conducting
with Nicholas Slovimsky and Edgar Schenkman.
Before coming to SJS in 1951,
he taught at Biarritz American
University in France and at Southern Illinois University. He also
has performed the Porter Concerto
for Two Pianos at the Montalvo
Summer Concert Series and served
as a member of the evaluation
staff for the California Music
Teachers Association.
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By LINDA LAMANNO

LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

When I tell someone I’m going to Long
Barn for the weekettd, he usually. just
stares or says "Nowhere is named Long
Barn." But somewhere is named Long
Barn.

Staff Editorial

Long Barn is a small resort community
located 19 miles above Sonora on Highway
108. But the main attraction during the
winter is the ski area, Dodge Ridge, 12
miles Acme Long Barn.

Initiative Outmoded
the hands of the people.
It just hasn’t worked that way. however, and the grand old measures
should be gien a quick and honorable
funeral.
Oser the years, and particularly in
the last few elertions. these measures
hae been used only as the tool of
large interest groups.
The idea that a small group of
zens eau still put their cause before
the soters of this state is unrealistic.
The cost of petition passing and effecfist- campaigning generally runs mer

To some, especially to college students,
snow and skiing mean money and more
money. Dodge Ridge is the least expensive
ski area in California.
At Dodge it costs $5 for for a full (lay
chair lift ticket. Also, the food is the hest
and very reasonably priced (lower than at
our school cafeteria).

Vote Power

Reader Finds ’Outrage
Of Coherence’ in Column

in

Editor:
The column a Steve Kech (Spartan Daily,
Nov. 9) by sheer power of logic alone. would
melt the heart of AI Mason. An outstanding
II fact
example of an outrage of coherence and
is evident in his statement: "I might add that
I equate ’capitalism’ with ’fascism’," which
makes about as much sense as an equation
of socialism with communism.
Factual errors in the colurrin of Mr. Kech
appear in appalling abundance. Mr. Kech said,
open our bulging granaries
to help the world. . ." If Mr. Kech were
seriously interested in discovering the reality
of the situation, he would learn that the
"bulging granaries" of which he spealcs are,
per se, no longer in existence as he envisions
them. If he would bother to investigate into
the realm of fact, he would discover that, as
late as 1965, the Secretary of Agriculture
authorized the increase of American wheat
production by 15 per cent to meet the needs
of world famine.
The parade of oversimplifications, inconsistencies and exaggerations in argument and
the perversion of logic in arriving at his conclusions detract greatly from the few valid
observations that he made,
Some of the self-righteausness that Mr.
Kech seems to see in the countries of the
"Western World" appears to have rubbed off
on him, which the mood a his article seems
to indicate.
I would hope that Mr. Kech might reconsider his somewhat haphazaII
rd approach to
world affairs after he makes a more thorough
study of the facts involved and allows rationality to play some part in the determination of
what he professes to believe.
Tonsitstson
A1105

ity that the Stale S1111E4./10’ COUrt
would lia%e had to answer had the unfortunate Inca -ore passed.
Such was the case when the real
estate interest sponsored Housing Referendum in 1964. After a rostly emotional campaign, the measure was
found to be in iolatioti (if the "’equal
protection" clause of the constitution.
It is a fatal disease of the direct
detnocracy procedure that the public
tends to use its power to restrict established freedoms.
Such would have been the case had
this year’s obscenity Initiative passed.
Another initiative. passed in 196.1,
permitted the theater interest to restrict free competition from pay television.
Big money for too long has been the
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Biblical Passage Contatns
Suggestion of Socialism
Editor:
Jo,..eph Reid, who wrote that "the Christiari
concept is one of individuat responsibility,
whirl, is inseparable from individual importame and individual freedom. Christia.n indik !dualism WRS the bedrock on which the
American nation was founded!", would be
interested in the account of the early Christian
community which is given in Acts 4:34-35.

"There was not a needy person among them,
for as many as were possessors of lands or
houses sold them, and brought the Proceeds
of what was sold and laid it at the apostles’
feet; and distribution was made to each as
any had need."
This social and economic arrangement,
which is based upon belief in individual importance and can function well only when
people assume individual responsibility, can
hardly be associated with "the Founding
Fathers’ concept of free enterprise (our
capitalistic society)." In fact, wouldn’t we
call this a form of socialism?
Jehanna Balzer
A8819

SDS 31ember Condemns
Harvard Group’s Action
Editor:
Speaking as a student and as a member
of the executive board of SJS’ Students for
a Democratic Society, I condemn Harvard’s
Ivy League version of SDS for its participation in "forcibly restraining" Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara during his visit
to Cambridge, Mass., last week. ..
McNamara was heckled and interrupted
I,.---. nd SDS members during
speeches on U.S. foreign policy at the Harvard
campus. Students, identified as SDS "supporters," threw themselves beneath the departing secretary’s automobile and finally,
when McNamara agreed th answer questions,
his replies were drowned out by belligerant
SDS’ers.
In defense of the defense chief, student
supporters attempted to drag away protesters,
and on Wednesday 2,700 undergraduates
apologized via the mail to the secretary.
You will notice a similarity of incidents
in the ones occurring last week at Harvard
and two weeks aago at SJS. Instead a protesting McNamar, Sthte’s SDS demonstrated
against the Navy mobile on Seventh Street.
Here the similarity ends.
While San Jose’s SDS demonstrated in a
spontaneous, imaginative, peaceful manner,
and
Harvard’s SDS resorted to physical
Harvard
restraint as a mean.s of protest, It
police and general student body did manage,
however, to outshine Slate’s reactionaries.
Harvard’s undergrad element issued an intelligent, constructive statement of apology
for the incident (San Jose Mercury, Nov. 11),
while S,IS’ I l«over Hall "belles" signed a letter
of condemnation that would have made John
Hirai smile in his grave, Naturally Harvard

police arrested no one, while SJS police arrested non-violent sign holder Alan (Nick) Kopke,
who has just been slugged in the face by rut
SJS ignoramus, "for disturbing the peace."
SDS at SJS is leading all other college
clubs in re-evaluating and redefining the organization’s goals and activities. It’s "New
Philosophy" has caused SJS Pmf. James
O’Connor, an editor of thr magazine, "Studies
on the Left," to infer that State’s SDS is
breaking away from the movemeM’s original
position.
A proposed, new SDS constitution shall be
read at today’s meeting in CH149 at 3:30 p.m.
Observers are invited.
Jeff Mullins
MDS Board Member
A3806

Leaving Town Weekends
Creates ’Suitcase College’
Editor:
I Just recently noticed that our college
poptdation pack up their bags and leave town
on Friday afternoon The convenient label,
"suitcase college," has been tacked on to
institutions vvith this attitude.
Ii of this "leave town" sentiment,
As a result
there are no parties or games any more. Orie
might expect this in a junior college where no
one lives on campus. This is how they probably
gained the name "streetcar college." But at
a four-year university, one of the main purposes is the idea of living on campus.
I transferred to SJS with the hope of
engaging in social entertainment that is lacking at a J.C. But now I find it difficult to
distinguish between a streetcar college and a
suitcase college.
I can list numerous weekends when the
college town looked like a morgue. . .
From 1957-61, SJS was a great party college. Playboy magazine rated us the No. 3
fun and games school in the nation. I wrote
Hugh Hefner last week to see how we were
doing this year. He sent me back a nasty
(no pun intended) letter saying that were
No. 184, right behind West Point and directly
in front of Harvey Mudd.
Those of us who are left here on the
weekends (the number can he counted on your
fingers) have given up aii hope. We sit around
writing such stories as this about people like
you. lley, there’s a revolver M my drawer.
There’s only one game left now . . . Russian
Roulette.
christopher Miller
A71145
-.-

MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS

TM"; 11) WORTH

50c

-...2.7..a._

TOWARD I 111E
B11,1,1 HMS

Take a Study Break at

iblidayA1Jfiard-6
Clean, Modern
Brunswick Tables

-0(

Bedroom Apartments
fl1All Electric itehens with DISHWASHER
2 Large Pools & 2 Saunas
Individual l’atios
Spacious Grounds
15 Minutes from San Jose State
SI:15 and Up
For farther information please

Sunnyvale
245.7000

CALI, 211-0686

CALI, NOW!

Long
nraLodge
B
offers to the tourist
skier not only comfortable rooms, cabins
or motel units, but also a friendly atmosphere.
Not only is the skier able to relax in
the lounge and lobby around a fire, but
he also will meet instructors, ski patrolmen and ttovice skiers like himself.
Now, when skiers tell you they’re going
to Long Barn for the weekend, why not
go with them?

Staff Comment

Violent Week
-More Coming
By JERRY TOWNSEND
It wasn’t very healthy to be human last
week.
Seven Hindus dicd in New Delhi, India,
as thousands rioted to protest the slaughter
of sacred cows. A significant beef about a
lot of boll.
Two hundred fift-eight Viet Cong expired in a ’major
victory in Viet Nam.
Flood-rmageti Italy saw more than 50
die as the Arno river overflowed in Florence. Hundreds were injured in the wake
of massive flooding.
Another 13 persons were buried by snowslides in the Alps.
tI Closer to home, 10 firefighters burned
death fighting a canyon fire in the San
Fernando Valley.
Snowstorms in the northeast accounted
for 18 more fatalities.
Looking forward, the holiday season
promises the annual deluge of deaths on
the nation’s highways.
Only 35 more shopping days ’til ChriAMaS.
Goodluck.
.-_ -am.-

"".._

-...-

TICOS
1 AC 0 S

2 &

(LIMIT: I l’ER I I TOMER)
GOOD ANY filo:
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There ig only one access road (Highway
108) and so at the end of (lay, overnight
accommodations are very limited.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

7 Reasons Why You Should
Move to West San jose

I,adies with Escort
Free on Sundays

Dodge IK one of the best places to learn
to ski. Any novice skier can find a challenge
the upper slopes, while the lower
II
hills offer excellent learning opportunity.
Another attraction is that it is only three
hours from San Jose.

Columnist’s L4ogic, SDS Action Lashed

scope, this Initiatie sdught to eliminate smut in the fine arts and communication. Its overzealous sponsors
left grilse questions of constitutional-

872 Fremont Ave.
at VI, Ile Rd.

Dodge doesn’t have any long steep
slopes. lu runs are short. But due to lack
of heavy crowds that are found at other
areas, there are no long waits in any of
the four chair lift lines.

Thrust and Parry

$1 million.
Only one Initiatie qualified for the
ballot this past election. Despite a
orous and expenshe campaign, this
measure failed by almost 2 to 1.
Poorly written and sweeping

Right now, with just a few inches of
snow on the gr
I, the resort?, are alke
with activity. They are readying themaches for the onslaught of skiers soon to
arrit e.

pitch the lllll neyed pressure groups
have thrown to curve around the legislature.
Now with the passage of Proposition
1A, which makes the legislature a
more effectite and modern body, the
usefulness of the Initiative and Referendum is further reduced.
All the good constitutional amendments already come from where they
belongthe legislature. We will be
paying our lawmakers $16,000 per
year. It’s about time we trust them
to decide the important issues they are
J.B.
paid to decide.

The Initiatise and the Referendum
are products of a reformist era.
Their ideal was to put democracy into

Tico’s Combination Plate 99c
Includes Tostada,
Enchilada, rice or beans,
and salad.
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

Club Meets
To Preview
Skiing Film
The SJS Ski Club previews a
film, "The Big Ski Show," by
Warren Miller, tonight at 7:30
in JC141. Steve Hassett, club
president, announces that the
film and meeting are open to aU
SJS students. Refreshments will
be served.
This Friday, the ski club will
sponsor an ice skating trip to
San Francisco Ice Arena. A bus
will pick up club members and
other interested students on
Fourth and San Carlos streets
at 6:30 p.m. Sign ups are now
being taken in the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.
Bus fare is $1 for members and
$2 for non-members.
Hassett encourages beginning
skiers to join the SJS Ski Club
because he says, many members,
myself included, learned to ski
through club instruction."
He cites advantages for the
beginning skiers. The beginning
skiers dry land ski school will
begin Thursday, Dec. 15 at 7:30
p.m, in MG207. Beginners will
receive free lessons on ski trips
planned for next semester at
Squaw Valley, Heavenly Valley,
and Alpine Meadows.

STUDENTS
with A.S.B. card

10%
DISCOUNT
on
Motor Repair
1

Specializing in
Italian French German
Japanese British Swedish
Gars

i4, MARINO’S
Motor Repair:*
:Imported
4,

1178 W. San Caring
*
Telephone 286.3670
*
across from*
*
1
inu.a t’iRage Restaurant
line your Bankamericard :
sr
*
************************
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Chinese Fantasy

Drama Thrills Audience
It

"STOP! THE BLADE is upside down," the
devious Precious Harp (Karen Black), left tells
Chancellor Covet Spring (Kenneth Neuwald).
On the block is Road Wanderer (Lee Marks),
center, who is the hero of the SJS production

(11 5151.01"1.1: 55.1)Nli
.Sri, Editor
Friday truly was a holiday for
children and adults privileged to
witness the SJS Drama Department’s delightful presentation of
"The Land of the Dragon."
The cast held the audience
spellbound in the College Theatre
as they recreated Madge MO let’s exciting tale of a princess
in distress in the China of long
ago. She eventually is rescued by
young Wanderer Road who is
able to converse with all creatures, his pet dragrul Small One,
a mouse and numerous dragonflies.
Action of the play focuses on
Princess Jade Pure who must
wed before noon on her 18th
birthday if she is to inherit the
throne. Desirous of the throne
herself. aunt Precious Harp
brides the court to tell the princess that she is ugly.

Photo by B.., Bo, ray
of "The Land of the Drigon." Looking on are
Honorable Musicians Darlene Loran, Susan
Peters and Chan-Chark Lui. The Chinese fantasy
by Madge Miller was performed in the College
Theatre Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Biggest Name Dropper Appears
By MARY PUTNAM
Campus Life Editor
"What’s in a name?" To many
SJS students it means dates,
how to save money, the best
places to shop and to buy merchandise and ways to harass the
administration.
And what better place to find
these names than in the student
directory? The 1966-67 directory, including approximately all
22,000 students attending college, appeared on campus yesterday. Students who currently
are enrolled at SJS may receive
their free directories at the bookstore, Cafeteria or Student Affairs Business Office, Building
R, by presenting their student
Complimentary
body
cards.
copies also are available for
faculty and staff. The hooks
cost 35 cents for those not currently enrolled.
Charles A. Artmody, graduate
student from Salinas, wins first
first place spot in this year’s

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASR CARD
i4,44

Art Cleaners
F. Santa Clara
293.1030

directory. He made a one-jump
move up from second place in
last year’s book. Nicholas J.
Zones from Gramercy Place is
the last name to appear in the
book, replacing Marie J, Zwick
of San Leandro.
The cover features a color
photo of the Memorial chapel,
and the book includes 122 pages
of students’ names and addresses, 30 pages more than last
fall’s book. Classified ad section,
20 Pages last year, dropped to
19 pages this year.
What does the directory mean
to the students on campus?
Ever wonder why that date
never called? Maybe it was because he couldn’t remember the
phone number. Well, now he has
no excuse since the directories
are out.
After hearing complaints

Fraternity To Tour
Penal Institution

from students yesterday because
their names were misspelled, this
writer came up with this suggestion. Next time, during registration, it would be well worth
the student’s time to make sure
he writes legibly on his number
7 card.

NO REFLECTION
Jade Pure, who has never
seen her reflection, veils her face
and despairs of finding a husband to help her rule.
Universal appeal of the play
lies in the playwright’s refusal to
talk down to her audience. With
tongue-in-cheek the author instead invites her audience to
frolic with her in the land of
imagination and adventure.
It is the skillful direction of
Dr. Courtaney Brooks, professor
of drama, however, who fulfills
the promise of the play by her
close attention to the details of

PANTOM1NE PI.A1
It perhaps is only fitting that
Glenn Pascal should almost steal
the pantomimic play as the
sleepy, non -speaking property
man. It was a treat to watch
him represent the palace wall
or a tree.
Able performances also were
turned in by Kimberly Scroggins

55c

VeteltdE

ANY TIME OF DAY
10 different hot dogs.
Hamburgersshrimp
chickensteaks
fountain.
for take-out orders:
287-1184
good food 24 hrs. a day
348E Santa Clara St. lat (Ohl
I ttErial-qtriir

Europe ’67
Fly to London

Lunches and dinners featuring sukiyaki, seafood, teriyaki chicken
and teriyaki steaks in a delightful atmosphere.
PHONE 294.1330
850 MERIDIAN AVE.

THE
DOG HOUSE
Breakfast Special!
Two EggsHash
BrownsButtered
Toast 8, Jelly

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

$399
lujiyama qapdetui Re4taupant

,1111a1 .11,14, Puri.; Lee
as Inc
1:aa41 Wandered; KenMark.
neth Neitwiild as Chancellor
Covet Spring.
The fast -paced production was
a joyous happening and one can
only regret that the three-day,
five-performance production
could not have been seen by
more of the older community
members.

tradila,nal Chin I, i IS ill re
characterized chiefly by its use
of pantinnine.
The competent cast included
Karen Black( who was marvelously double-faced as the ambitious aunt, and Dennis Johnson,
who is to be commented nut only
for his portrayal of the goodhearted 24th Cousin but also for
his direction of the acrobatics
and tumbling which, performed
by all (even the women I, highlighted the play.

Round Trip from San Francisco
Including Tax

Return from Paris

June 13 or 17

Sept. 2 or 10

RESERVE NOW!
Contact IRA MELTZER 287-6273
ti=l1M1=MM1111.

Chi Pi Sigma, law enforcement and penology fraternity,
will tour San Quentin tomorrow
evening at 5 o’clock, according to
Thomas J. Fox.
The tour is one event attempting to comply with the first two
objectives of the fraternity: the
pursuit. of educational and professional interests and in law enforcement and penology, Fox
said. Members are asked to attend.

30
!..!G1LROY
57
:/)1SALINA5
LOS ANGELES 399

The United man is coming!
The United man is coming!
Are you ready? He’ll want to know all about
you ... to see if you’ll qualify for a job
with United Air Lines (world’s largest). He’s
got lots of positionsfrom Accounting to
Stewardessing. See Him!

For additional information
Contact
Student Placement Office

What’s Turkey Without
Mom and Dad?

UNITED AIR LINES
AN E I. . 41 VAPIP40 :V I TY

’rise folk, ss mild lose to Ae, your .litoing. happy
find a ride with a Spartan Daily Classified kil. Just come
to ,120() any \timidity through Friday. 9:30 a.m. to 3:50 p.m.. inn! we’ll place your ail. 11.1:k he you’ll

Thittiksgii lug is lite lime for the family to be
face
on

arriws 1114. tail, limn hitch -hike halite ...

OA el’

get home in time to

IIIMS

the lawn.

Spatrlan Daily Classifieds
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For Three Weeks

Intramurals

Bad News From Stockton

HUNCH
Hunch basketball starts Thursday tor the first time in SJS
intramural history.
All teams, which do not h.o.e
Thursday conflicts, are playing the
first day and should check the
Intramural bulletin board late
Wednesday or Thursday for their
assignment.
Other clubs will enter play
iday.
BADMINTON
The next deadline in the intramural program is Wednesday. Nov.
wht ii Ividtnin ton entries are due.
rm. hr sr :did wrestling cornlion follows later in November.
:::,s

Federated Pharmacy
1206 E. Santa Clara at 25th
Open Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m..6 p.m.
293-7547
Sat., 9 ..m..3 p.m.

s,z

8 -PIECE
RITES AlOT
PEN MARKER
SET
SCHOOL OR
OFFICE
- ,, awned com
MIA
O 05 1111001
sips 149 ral lam 3
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Confused . . . Doubtful?
Call "the campus florist..

BACK AT LASTSpeedy back,
Walt Blackledge, came back
against Utah State, catching
three passes. It was the first
time the junior played an important role since he was iniured against Stanford.

2954321
for the perfect floral gift.

STUDENTS

.[;11

See Kress & Co. for your everyday needs
and receive a 10% discount on all merchandise purchases by showing your ASB card.

...c7folverJ by koJeMarie
2954321

Ninth & Santa Clara

Select with confidence, to proudly give the finest.
Ntr Arsinati

afternoon with a knee 111.11trY.
Trainer Lindsy McLean expects
the soph halfback will miss the
Fresno game Saturday.
"Other than Saunders, we had
few problemsjust a few bumps
and bruises," McLean noted.

LIKES BUMPS
One player glad to get some
bumps and bruises was sophomore
fullback Bob Hamilton. A parttime performer most of the year.
Hamilton took over when starter
Jerrell Andrews proved ineffective.
Hitting the Aggie wall eight
times for 48 yards, he scored the
Spartans only touchdown on a 10
yard run.
Showing potential on their active return to the SJS lineup were
halfbacks Walt Blackledge and
Danny Anderson. Both have been
inactive most of the year with
injuries.
Blackledge pulled in three passes

and showed shiftiness on his solo
ball carrying effort.
Anderson was on the receiving
end of a pair of aerials in his active duty.

RECORD ADDITIONS
Split end Steve Cox added to his
pass receiving record with four
more catches. His season total now
stands at 49, well over the former
record of 40 set by present Oakland Raider Art Powell in 1956.
Picking up 27 yards on his
catches, Cox also added another
school mark for most yards by
receptions. The old mark of 583
had also rested with Powell.
Quarterback Danny Holman,
with 15 of 25 completions, also
continued to add to his numerous
passing records. Although he picked
up 104 yards via the air, Holman added to season marks for
most completions, total yards and
closed in on the season pass completion percentage mark.

Spartan Track Star
Contends for Award

.
i.
0
’.. Coupon good for Nov -Dec., 1966 .:
,s,,,,..."...w.,.........",,w,,,r,/,,,....,.....0
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Since then, it has been continued
By LEE JUILLERAT
rocky.
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
UOP, who neveror seldom
Bad news for the SJS footballers
has been all that’s come out of beats SJS, knocked the Spartans.
Stockton for the past three weeks. The ensuing weekend the Spartans
First, it was the University of returned to form by dominating
Pacific upsetting the Spartans Idaho 21-7. So last week and the
puzzles becomes more complex as
314-35 on the Tigers’ home turf.
Next, Pacific was surprised by Utah State romps over Anderthe previously winless Utah State son’s troops with relative ease.
"Mistakes hurt us," noted AnAggies 49-9, the following week.
And SJS fell to the "New" Aggies derson. "We just gave up the ball
too often in poor field position
27-7 in Logan Saturday.
and from there our defense had
What else is new?
The bad news this week comes little chance."
from Stockton indirectly. With the
Fumbles on the games’ first
city gridders playing down in Fres- play from scrimmage and on the
no, victory appeared certain as the second half kickoff gave the Aggies
Tigers led 14-13 with little time good scoring position on the Sparremaining. Tiger tales don’t al- tans 13 and 25 yard lines. Two inways end happily, however, as the terceptions also ran the ball deep
Bulldogs tanked a last-minute field Into SJS territory.
goal to win 16-14.
Problems were helped out as deFresno, usually considered a fensive specialist Al Saunders left
laughter, now sports a 6-3 record the game half-way through the
and would like to prove last season’s 24-18 triumph over the Spartans was no fluke.
SJS coach Harry Anderson, besides seeking to avenge last year’s
startling upset, would like to see
the Spartan club finish at least
4-6.
UP-DOWN YEAR
Tommie Smith, SJS’ track world
For Anderson, it has been an
record -holder in the 200 meter
up-down searon.
dash,
was nominated for the SulliAfter giving Stanford and Brigham Young serious scares, the van Award late last week.
The Sullivan Award is the highSpartans moved to the top of the
Bay Area football circle with wins est honor given to amateur athletes in the United States.
over Oregon and Cal.
Smith was one of the many
The sudden attention was put at
ease when San Diego State and athletes who were nominated by
Texas Western drilled the Spar- associations around the country for
the coveted award. Later this year,
tans on following weekends.
a New York committee will select
10 finalists from the nominees.
Smith gained his nomination
from his 20 second flat timing in
a Sacramento meet last spring.
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Come see how you fit in with the company that gives your career all the room in the

Intramural
Grid Title
At Stake
The two top teams in intramural
football try once again to determine total supremacy today at
3:40 p.m. on the intramural field.
Independent champions, Me and
Them, and fraternity titlist, Alpha
Tau Omega, play for the AllCollege championship after failing
to decide it Thursday.
The two clubs battled to a 6-6
tie for nearly an hour and a half
Thursday afternoon in what Intramural Director Dan Unruh called
"the hardest fought touch game
I have ever seen."
Defending All-College champs,
the Taus, scored first on a 60yard pass play early in the first
half.
Quarterback Bill Ardis fired 20
yards to left end Ted Brannon,
who outraced the defense for the
final 40 yards.
Me and Them knotted the count
later in the first half on a 25-yard
Lou Basile touchdown aerial. Bill
Meyer outfought the Tau defenders for the pass at the goal line
and fell into the end zone.
Neither team scored in the second half and the game was forced
into sudden death overtime. The
clubs were to play three 10-minute
quarters or until 5 p.m.
Me and Them threatened late
in the game when they returned
an interception to the Taus’ four.
But the defense held, and neither
team scored

XEROX COPIES
lOc

world to grow.
Come have a close look at Humblethe company that provides more petroleum energy to
this nation than any other domestic oil companythe one that’s literally No. 1America’s
Leading Energy Company!
Let us tell you about the specific opportunities we have for you. We need engineers at all
degree levels for ourselves and our affiliated companies. We have other opportunities for
Business and Liberal Arts graduates in marketing assignments. And we’re also looking
for accountants.
You can always take a smaller job. But only flow.. .when you are just starting...
are there so many opportunities for a lifetime career with No. 1.
Why not try us on for size make a date with your placement office for an interviewl
IMPORTANT NOTE: We are also interviewing for these affiliates:
Enjay Chemical Company

each

Special Quan. Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything

RENT
(student retail
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SCREEN
SCENES

96 I. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765
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STUDIO
292-6228
396 South First
"The Liquidator"

tit

"Yellow Rolls Royce"
Student Discount Rates

Earn $638 to 8776

a

month

City Hall
Room 211

801 N. First St.
292-3141 Ext. 205
OR

Contact Placement Office for
Nov. 18 Campus Interview
CITY OF SAN JOSE
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BLUE EWE

(Formerly Nex-Door)
EVERY WEEK
WEDNESDAY

LADIES’ NIGHT
6-12 p.m.

THURSDAY

9-12 p.m.

Also PIZZA, SPAGHETTI, & CHICK EN served
10th & WILLIAM

ESSO RESEARCH AND P.NGINEERING COMPANY
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PITCHER OF BEER $1
Late model standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery
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Are you police officer material’? You are if you have 60
units of college credit, are male, between 21-34, and want to
work in a progressive department with a thorough training
program. There are 30 full-time openings available in the
City of San Jose. Apply now at
.

BEER 15c
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POLICE OFFICER?
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Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

HAPPY HOURS

Esso Production Research Company

OIL S. REFINING COMPANY... INC PEOPLE WHO "PUT A TIGER IN YOUR ?AWN
HUMBLE A PLANS FOR PROGRESS COMPANY AND AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

He also holds the world record for
the 220-yard dash on a straightaway that is not run in NCAA and
AAU competition any more.
During the past summer, the
Spartan junior flash was also a
prominent member of the record
setting 1600 meter relay team in
Los Angeles.
In the Little Olympics in Mexico
City last month, Smith captured a
silver medal in the UJO meter clash
and a gold medal for his first
place finish in the 200 meter dash.
Sixteen athletes have been selected including Jim Ryun, given
the best chance of receiving the
award. Ryun a sophomore at
Kansas, set a world record in the
mile at Berkeley during the summer.
Don Schollander, a member of
the Santa Clara Swim Club, will
be vying for his second Sullivan
Award which is unprecedented. The
Yale student captured the award
following a four gold medal performance in the 1964 Olympics in
Tokyo.

th
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OPEN 3 p.m. DAILY

295-3805
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By LEE .WILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
A real snow job seas handed out on the past weekend’s tour in
Utah.
The tales of 10 degree weather and heavy snow proved flakier
than the weather. Instead, the climate was almost warm by
comparison anyway
as the climate climbed to the high 30’s and
rain substituted for snow.
Two days earlier, however, and the extra underwear, sweaters
and viooly caps would have been justified. It was chilly, but after
the ice-capped predictions, the occasional drizzles were, literally,
minor letdowns.
Although not extremely cold from a spectator vantage point,
the deep freeze was enough to dampen the footballers. Playing oie
a sawdust covered field, which had been buried in snow Thursday
afternoon, the Spartan madders lacked their usual sharpness.
Utah State, used to the local climate, had little difficulty in
grounding out a 27-7 victory.
Unable to move with frequency
and turning over the ball on
two fumbles and a pair of interceptions
the offensive found more
occasion to take advantage of the bench heating system.
OIL STOVES HELPED
Besides electric heaters, which shot warmth across the bench,
the Aggies provided oil stoves at both ends. The ovens were often
frequented by chilled Spartans, obviously unaccustomed to colder
climates.
Despite the heating systems provided, mast preferred to view
the action standing up. "Heck, we might of froze to the bench,"
explained one Spartan.
As usual, old Doc Helsley stole the scene. Trotting about in his
old, but warm gray suit complimented by
a matching beret
the old gentleman delighted the fans, who had apparently never
seen his likes before.
Doc delighted the players, too.
Jogging hack from the heater, he spotted an Aggie with his
arms enveloping one of his boys. Loyal without regard, Doc blurted
out proclamations too tender for print here. Alas, however, the
Utah gladder was only a peace mediator in a battle which, alas
again, was generated by a San Jose representative.
"Well, I sure didn’t know who started it but I didn’t like seeing
one of the boys being handled like that," the friendly physician
explained.
SJS’ small delegation, comprised of alumni backers, guest professors and student body representatives Jerry Spotter, Vic Lee
and John Graham, had little to cheer about as the gridders were
severely handled on the field.
KNTV, the local television station, sent along a photographer
to record a "Pictorial essay of a football team on the road." Besides
the memorable moinents of the game, he captured candid moments
on the plane flight.
BRIGHT LIGHTS FOR BREAKFAST
Players eating breakfast found their meal interrupted when
bright, beams suddenly provided light for his "inexpensive" $2,000
model camera. Besides graphically taping the trip, the camera also
provided sound to get "the feeling of being with the team."
The results will be broadcast over KNTV, Channel 11, some
time during the week, either as a full show or in segments.
What he failed to capture were Visits with the captain and
mother’s little helpers.
Budding romances with the pert stewardesses proved wasted,
however. "Just fly by night affairs."
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!Nice Collection of Silver
POIOIStS
By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
"We have a nice collection of
silver trophies, but gold ones look
so much better."
With this thought in mind Lee
Walton’s water polo team aims for
first place this Friday and Saturday at the State College Championships at San Francisco State.
The poloists closed their regular
schedule Friday with a 22-6 win
over Fresno State that boosted
their record to 9-6.
The victory over the Bulldogs
gave one indication of success at
SFS, but a weak point also crept
Into the picture.
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Would Like To See ’Gold’

"From an offensive standpoint
we showed that we have the ability
to came from behind," observed
coach Walton. "But our slow starts
could be a problem at the State."
The Spartans allowed Fresno
State to jump oft to a 2-0 lead
before they battered the Bulldogs.
Nine other teams join favored
Long Beach State and SJS in the
State Championships. Los Angeles
State, San Diego State, Chico
State, Cal Poly at Pomona, Fresno, San Fernando State, Sacramenta State, Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo and San Francisco State
will field teams.
Long Beach, the defending
champs, are picked to win again

with its strongest competition expected from the Spartans, who
have finished second for five
straight years.
"If we can figure a way to hold
(Bob) Saari, we will be in good
shape for the tournament," predicted Walton.
That might be a large problem,
however. Long Beach topped the
Spartans in their only meeting this
season, 10-6.
Saari, one of the country’s outstanding poloists, bettered SJS’
total by himself with seven goals.
The Spartans have played consecutive games three times this
year and once a series of three
contests. This will be a factor in

SJS Kickers Dump UOP
As Camacho, Davis Score
Both teams looked impressive in for the JV’s and moved their seathe defensive game, with Andretti son record to 6-2-1.
Henry Camacho scored a first and Spartan goalie Frank Mangi"It was the best game of the
period goal and Bob Davis a last ola making several saves.
season for us," Lindores comIf the Spartans meet USF it mented after the game.
period goal to bring the SJS soccer team an important 2-0 win will be played Saturday in San
The Spartababes have lost only
over University of Pacific in Spar- Francisco for the Western Region- to the USF Don Junior varsity
al Title. The winner of that game and strong College of San Mateo
tan Stadium Friday night.
It was the 10th win in 11 games
teams, and were held to a 1-1 tie
for the Spartans and possibly gives
by Robert Louis Stevenson High
BULLETIN
them another chance to meet the
School from Monterey.
The SsIS varsity soccer team
USF Donsthe only team to beat
In chalking up the shutout over
SJS this year.
was selected to play unbeaten UOP, it was Mangiola’s second for
University of San Francisco at the season. The first came against
The win also boosted SJS’
WCISC record to six wins and Balboa Stadium Saturday, in the Chico State College, which ironione loss, while the Tigers absorbed City. In the Western Regional cally, came in the first league
their fourth loss in conference NCAA championships.
game of the season.
The Spartans defeated UOP
play.
Camacho’s goal was made on Friday 2-0, whilt the Dons and
the toughest shot in soccer as he ITC Rears were fighting to it I-1
kicked it in from the corner. The Ile. 5.15 flokliert one-half game
!whim) I he %%NIS(’ ella MIAMI
high-scoring and All-Arneriren poDOH,
tential player shred the ball just
of
corner
enough to reach the
The game is whedided to start
in.
bounce
at 1:30 p.nt
the net and
IMPRESSIVE DEFENSE
The score remained 1-0 until DaAre you interested in a chalwould then advance to the quarvis took a pass from Fred Nourzad
lenging professional career as
terfinals playing either St. Louis
with only 42 seconds remaining in
civilian auditor with the DeUniversity of the Rocky Mountain
the contest and slipped it past
partment of Defense? Excelchampion. The Billikins are defendUOP goalie Bismarck Andretti to
lent advancement opportuniing National champions and batput the icing on- the cake.
tiesformal training program.
tled Mich:igan Stateanother of
A Defense Contract Audit
the top teams in the countryto
Agency representathe will ina 1-1 tie last week.
terview interested applicants
If St. Louis defeats the Rock),
on campus on November 18.
Mountain representative, the win1966. Contact the Placement
ner of the Western Regionals will
Office for details,
travel to the Missouri city, but it
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Writer

ATTENTION
Accounting
Majors

VISIT THE

EXCITING NEW

their favor since contending teams
will have to play about four games
in the two days.
High scoring Jack Likins had
his best offensive performance of
the season Friday, hitting nine ,
goals with outstanding accuracy.!
"This was our best game of the
season as far as shooting went,"
reported Walton. "We missed on IN

SPWE-44-

four or five shots all night."
However, the Bulldogs climbed
to an early lead, scoring the first
two goals.
But behind the tallies of Likins.
Who hit two, and Greg Hind and
Steve Hoberg, who added one each
in the first quarter, the Sparta
pulled ahead, 4-3, at the end of
the first period.

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY

"wmiumm CLIP THIS COUPON
This coupon and $1.49 is good for a COMPLETE Family Night Dinner (regularly
$1.79) any Monduv, Tuesday, or Wednesday through November 30. Soup, salad,
vegetable; choice of beverage, entree and
dessert.
fix( vaitritiiitraiWiti
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CIVIL ENGINEERING SENIORS!
PLAN YOUR FUTURE IN
PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
WITH THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING
The tremendous growth and development of Los Angeles
presents challenging career opportunities to young engineerc, helping to build the fa5te,.,t growing major city in
the nation.
Our starting salary is $735 a month. In addition to excellent
salary. we offer job rotation and tuition reimbursement.
Arrange with the Placement Office to talk with our engineering representative who will be on campus

TUESDAY, NOV. 22, 1966

St. Louis loses, the quarter-finals
will be held on the West Coast.

TOVArc
COMM
CALLOW

JV’s WIN
In a preliminary game at Spartan Stadium Friday, Colin Lindores’ junior varsity club came
from behind a 1-0 deficit at halftime to score a 2-1 win over Menlo Junior College. Emmanuel Biadon and Dian() Polar scored goals
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On Stevens Creek
Boulevard in the
Town and Country
Village, Near Blum’s
FEATURING
Private Oriental
Collection
Rest ot Modern
America
Original Oils
from Europe,
Latin .4merica,
and the Far East
AVAILABLE
Handcrafted Custom
Framing
Advice in Decoration
(rnusual Treasures at
Realistic Prices

FOR THE FUN OF IT...

Be King -of-the-Hill. The two of you at the top of the hill. the
rest of the world down below. A day to be casual, with style.
Men who know how to be magnificently casual wear
Cambridge Classics by Cactus Casuals. Slacks of pure
classic Ivy styling sparked by crisp, virile, elegant colors.
Cactus Presed so they Never Need Pressing.
Cambridge Classicshandsome, durable, wrinkle -resistant
fabric blends. Usually [ surprisingly] under Ten Dollars.
You can afford three at a time. Write for store nearest you.

eatOriclge classics,
CACTUS

CASUALS

PDX 24611, SOWN SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF

WORKS BY
ass Mons (Eo Sur)
gen lade (HunitaTh)
Bulges (Paris)
Edith DRAM (Carmel)
Traylor Germany (Carmel)
On Franca (irai!)
Goma (Istesico)
Roger Hope (Carmel)
1.00 J111161111 (Los Angeles)
Hoenig Shang (Vietnam)
Beechen Knalwat (Thailand)
Don McGilvra (San Francisco)
Poniard (Paris)
Peter ’Wpm (Hungary)
Al Mils (Alnico)
Ronaronq (Thailand)
Beth Arne, Swartz (Palo Alto)
Males Thompson (Saratoga)
frl Minh ((fietnam)
Aibar)o Vela (Los Angeles)
Gail Wong (San

BILL OLDAKOWSKI
(B.S. Industrial Admin ) of
the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course knows where the
action is. flea on the
move at our big, bustling
Lackawanna Plant, near
Buffalo, N.Y.
Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
(and post-grada) for
careers in steel operations,
research, sales. mining,
accounting, and other
activities.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plano for
Pmgroos Pmgram

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

it? iltailitAKiits

Anything goes when you use IT’S ORICKET.Tm Exceptional men’s toiletrIell
Aftor-shave, 4 oz. $3.50. Cologne, 4 oz. $4.50. Gift sets from $8.00.
Available in drug stores and cosmetic departments of department stores ally.
Another line product ol j Kayser-Roth.

IhOIPARTAN DATLT

TuelanY mmember- vs-1468

Spartan Spears To Sponsor
Annual Lost and found Sale
The Spartan Spears, service or- I
ganization for Sophomore women. I
will hold its annual Lost and
Found Sale Wednesday and Thursday. according to Beth Walker.,
publicity chairman for Spears. The
sale will be from 8:30 a.m. to 2.30 ,
p.m. across from Spartan Hook store.

Umbrella.- -weaters and coats
are some r1 the lost and found
articles to be sold. "Anything that
any laxly could lose," says Miss
Walker, and at very low prices."
If you’ve lost something before
coming to the sale and maybe you
can buy it back," Beth adds.
Last year’s Spartan Spears sent
$200 worth of foot powder and inrepellant

sect

111111111111!

through

Red

the

Cross to men fighting in Viet Nam.
This money was earned from service propects such as the Lost and
Found Sale and a coffee sale at
registration,

according

to

Miss

Walker.

Blackout Cripples
A-Bomb Test Site
LAS VEGAS, Nev. 1AP1 -- A
power blackout hit a gambling
center yesterday darkening its glittering casinos arid leaving the
Nevada atomic test site without
vital electricity.
A spokesman for the Atomic Energs’ Commission which operates
the site about 90 miles northeast
of here, said the facility’s emergency standby power system failed
to come on.
He refused to say whether any
tests were scheduled that might
have been effected.
"This might get serious and Impede work it it lasts long enough,"
he said.
Multimillion dollar hotel -casinos
along the Los Vegas Strip and in
the downtown area were activating
their emergency generators.

200 MBA Courses
Open to Grad Students
All tr.atuate students on contract status in the Master of Business Administration program may
request space for 200-numbered
classes in business for the spring
semester today through Friday,
Dec. 2.
’’Only graduate students on contract status will be allowed to request space during this two-week
period. After the schedule of
classes is published for the spring
semester, other graduate students
may request space in business
classes," stated Dr. Curl L. Butler,
coordinator of MBA and MS pro-

groins
ScIstrol of Business.
Graduate students may request
space in spring semester classes in
the office of the Coordinator,
Building 0, Room 14.

Sociology Club
The Sociology Club will hold an
organizational meeting today at
12:30 p.m. in C11235. Prof. Douglas Hardy, the club’s adviser, invites all sociology majors and minors and other interested students
to attend.

Spartaguide
Ski Show," will be shown. Free
coffee and donuts. Memberships
Theta Sigma PM, 7-8:30 p.m.,
will be sold at the meeting for $5.
JC101 tj ournalism conference
Spanish Club, 3:30 p.m., Caferoom). All women students are invited to hear a panel discussion by teria A and B. General meeting
three women graduates of journal- and slide lecture on Amigos Anoism and advertising. Speakers will mincis Projects in Mexico.
TODAY

SINGLE ADULTS.. find out how

Typewriters

interpersonal COMPATIBILITY
testing and computerization can
reward YOU! Examine our new,

be Mrs. Darla Grainger Elliott,
KNTV, Mrs. Diane Judge Kennedy,
Economic Opportunity Commission
and 131 isa Peggy Major, Santa
Clara UniverhIty.
San Jose State Skl Club, 7:30
p.m., JS141. Sign-ups for the San
Prtineisco Ice Arena will be held. A
Warren Miller ski film, "The Big

American Marketing Anoodation.
6:30 p.m., social and 7:30 p.m.
meeting at the Hungry House, 610
Coleman Ave., Sall Jose. Joe Green,
from 13usiness Aircraft Distributors and Northwest Distributor for
Cessna will speak on "The Private
Plane Market Explosion." A film
will accompany the talk and job
recruiters for U.S. Steel and Ford
Motor Company.

FOR SALE
AMERICAN PEOPLE

SCTA, 3:30 p.m., E100. Education consultants will speak.
Spartan Spears, 6 p.m., WG142.

Free Pick-up

ENCYCLOPEDIA SET

& Delivery

Including 5 Yearbooks
and 2 Dictionaries

Accounting
LN201.

LOW-COST program without obligation ... learn the EXCITING de-

Big Cash Savings

tails of this scientifically proven

tel Sjsi. students

serke by sending for your FREE

Oh

brochure TODAY! No salesman

Typewriter Rentals

will call.

New Used
All Makes
Portables Standards

Na’
Address:
City/Slate.
90:_Sar__Ph No --.- I
Al All.

Modern Office Machines

III MIN or PHONE

\frith 1N TESTING. Dept. SD
480 N. First St.
San Jose, Calif.
PHONE: 287-1053

E. San Fernando

124

293.4588

293.5283

Lab,

7-9:30

p.m.

$350 VALUE --

Spartan Shir4de, 6:15 P.m., Student
Union,

SACRIFICE FOR $11/0
l’hune 292.5484
Near to Canapes

Itaydettes. 6:30 p.m., MH Cadet
Lounge, third floor. Bring your
cookies.
German Club, 3:30 p.m., 713414.

Young Republican», 8 p.m.. San
Jose Room, Library. 6th floor. Assistant professor of political science Roy Young will analyze the
election returns. Also a resolution
concerning the repudiation of the
John Birch Society from the club
will be discussed and voted on. ReTWO BEDROOM apartment. RedecoSALESMEN: Neod Christmas Tree salesHOUSING (51
rated, pets and children allowed. $75 freshments will be served.
6 ot managers to work on commisper month. 293-5995.
Students for a Democratic So: on. Pay is excellent. Apply in person HOUSE FOR SALE. 3 bedrooms. Near
ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted for ciety, 3:30 p.m., CH149.
niter Nov. 25 at McClandless 5142-53
S.
month.
470
475
S.
269-8034.
per
$49.50
Call
college. $22,000.
four-man apt.
& up Christmas Tree lot on Story Road,
11th St., Apt, 28. Call 286-6146.
TOMORROW
15th St.
San Jo,e: or call 266-2787.
LUXURY LIVING. Wanted male roomSCTA, Whisinan School District,
mates. Two bedrooms & two bathrooms,
all day. Students living in or near
pool. 470 S. 11th. #40. Call 287-0724,
LARGE, CLEAN, QUIET, three bedroom Mt. View who are interested in
pt. 5140, $150, $160 for 2,3 or 4 people. tutoring children in that area may
contact Mrs. Elaine Lynch, di628 S. 10th. 298-6319, 2.10 p.m.
$120 NEAT, FURNISHED apt. 2 bed- rector of curriculum, 967-6721.
room. 101 S. 12th St. See Gorin, 295Women over 29. 2:20 p.m., E132.
5311 or 244-1120, evenings.
Two organizational meetings for
double.
Single
or
for
men.
TWO ROOMS
Kitchen privileges. 86 S. 12th St. Call mature college women.
298.7392.
Phrateres International, pledge
ONE OR TWO MEN to share apt. with meeting, 6:10 p.m., M1-1323, active
two others. 3 bedroom, luxurious. 243- meeting, 7
MH324.
8889.
Society for Automotive EngiCO-ED BOARDING house. 5 cnntranis
7 p.m., E207.
available. 18 meals per week. Will take neers,
Tau Delta Phi, Men’s Honorary
loss. Call 293-9582, Glen.
Scholastic Fraternity, 7:30 p.m.,
LOST AND FOUND 161
CH234. Executive board meeting
LOST: Cameo brooch at Delta Sigma Ph. 7 p.m.
homecoming dance, Nov. 5. Reward. Call
Flying Twenty, 7:30 p.m. H2.
Sherilyn, 286-8258.
THURSDAY
PERSONALS 171
Rho Epsilon, National Real EsCUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding tate Fraternity. 7 p.m., Garden
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and City Hofbrau, Ilidelberg Room.
silver. George Lerimore. 354-1273.
Guest speaker Olney Smith, head
of San Jose Redevelopment Agency
SERVICES 181
will talk. Dinner preceeding meet21 & MARRIED. Receive age 2$ or over ing at 6 p.m.
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
ANGIE’S SECRETARIAL SERVICE
210 South It St.
286.6135
San Jose, Calif.
All Hours - Typing - School Papers
aTELL 7Ff MANA6ER THATWITHTHE NEW EQUIPMENT THINK
Spanish Tutoring - Special Rates
/4.
’?/4L."
WE CAN HOLD TN PRICE Ct4-rhe
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only 35c a page. 2584335.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed. 243-6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
TYPING in my home. Experienced, deTo buy, sell, rent or
pendable. reasonable. Phone 294-1313.
Minimum
announce anything,
EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
15c
times
Five
lines
One
time
Three
times’
Kleenex
Three
clip
and
out
fill
just
paper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electric.
One time
Sc
this handy order
Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378.
3 Hershey Bars
2.50
2.25
3 lines 1.50
8577.
blank.
10c
Tissue
Toilet
2
3.00
4 lines 2.00
2.75
TUTORING: Math, Arith., Algebra, Trig.,
Geometry, Calculus, Sciences, Physics,
10c
Paper Towels .....
3.50
3.25
5 lines 2.50
Engineering, Chem. Call 295-8041.
Send to: Spartan Daily
29c
3.75
4.00
6 lines 3.00
Crest lg. size
QUALITY TYPING in my home. Reason’
CLASSIFIEDS,
able rates. Call 269.2953.
Add thls
w/Minimum Purchase
1206, San lose State
amount for

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You rose it, we
cut it. Peteis Barber Shop. Two barbers.
$1.80. 58 S. 4th Street.
AUTOMOTIVE 121
MGA ENGINE "1600," $130. Transmission, $50. Assorted other parts also. Cell
Kevin at 286-3025 after 6 p.m.
’65 OLDS 442 convertible. Red with
al interior. Good condition. New
$2595, Call 2641182.
’56 MERCURY

.

...--r7R/H. new tires,
condition. $295.

’59 GOLIATH. 5100 or best offer. Runs
Heater and good tires.
a, :
TITS 4.
_
’64 HONDA 250, Scrambler. Bored to
305. Good running condition. Must sell.
54G0. 298-3641 between 5 & 7 p.m.
’56 FORD Victoria. New tires, battery,
generator. rocker arms, carburetor. $125.
243.5066. after 6 p.m.
’59 MGA. Red, good top, side curtains.
tonneau. Good rubber. Runs good. $450.
294.2927 Room 105. Ray.
’64 DODGE DART CT, convertible. 4
speed new top, low mileage. Top condition. $1 500. 378.0814. evenings.
’60 PORSCHE. Cabriolet, excellent conMu.1 see to appreciate. $1,890
or best offer. 327.6101, after 6 p.m.
’63 VOLKSWAGEN. R/H, new tires, ski
rack, blue r. "lent condition. Call 2870934.
’66 HONDA
51,25

0 cc. 1 800 miles. Mu:.t
Or, Cm" FL:1 253 8419

FOR SALE

31

WOOD LATHE, $15. Radial drill press,
32- Industrial, $37.50. All new. Call 2920409 or 241-1943.
FOR SALE. 27" French Peugeot Derailer,
imrnanulate, fully equipped. $80 or trade
for stereo radio. 293-0650.

_
elBSON

five -string Mostertone banjo.
Wreath type inlay, Keith p.n. $425.
295-3247.

WOOD SKIS. 210 cm. Bindings. Poles
and boots, size 10, $40. Call 294-2927,
Robert Diller, Room 110.
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER. Royal, perfect
condit.on. Has hardly been used. $30.
286-4135.
HELP WANTED 141
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Part.time work
17 hours per week
Lenge corporation expanding marketing
and sales departments. Employing ,(u dents on an experimental basis. Prefer
majors in business or in the social science
fields. Full time employment available
during semester breaks and next summer.
63.22 hour salary
Cell Student Placement Director
296 6093
NEED: RinkyTink Piano Player for week.
ends at Frontier Village AmuserneH
Park. Call 225.1500.
WANTED: Fry.cooks to work in Jock
The-Box. 4th end San Carlos, Prefer 11 ’
rn. to 1.30 p.rn help.
MATURE GIRL with can, for 1.1ht ho-.,
work and baboitting. $1.25 per ho,
252-3801.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

E
o
fl
n
12
O
12
13
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RANSPURTAT1ON 191

each addl.
tonal line
Print your ad here:
(Grad approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
De Not Abbreviate

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

City

No refunds possible on canceled ads

RIDE WANTED over Christmas to and
from Eastern Pennsylvania. Will share
espenses. Contact Alfred Snyder, Room
23IA. Markham Hall.
STUDENTS driving to Guadalajara or
Mazatlan Mexico this winter, contact
Mrs. Reese about taking clothes to the
Poor children. 293.4321.

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office - J206

50e

Address

dark

Start ad on
Enclosed la $

and

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.

(Please Print)
Phone

Brown Aides Quit
After Reagan Win
SACRAMENTO (AP
Finance
Director Hale Champion announced
hi resignation Monday and told
Governor-elect Ronald Reagan he
can offer the legislature a spending program "that is, in fact as
well as In theory, your budget."
Champion, who Democratic Governor Brown called "my good right
arm," was Brown’s top adviser for
most of the past eight years.

PARAGON VW REPAIR
646 A

Phone 295-8425

Is

Come in and 1.4 cur factory traine,1
Lor
of VW is lop :hop.,

IT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
TO READ THIS CAREFULLY
SHIPS, SHIPS, SHIPS. Lively
arid the i.va. Over 300
57.501
GLENN’S NEW AUTO REPAIR MANUAL,
1445 ed. 1,000 illus. (Pub. at Si0.95
New SSA
ASTRONOMY for the Laymen. Early his.
tory, telescopes, moon. planets. galaxies.
etc. Beautifully illus. (Pub. at 54.95 $TAY
CARTRIDGES: A Pictorial Digest of Small
Arms Ammo. by Logan. 380 illus. (Orig.
$7.501
..
ETA
CRIMES OF PASSION by Marquis On Soda.
Contains all his laniiliar obsessions. (Orig.
..
Only $1.00
$51

DUTCH PAINTING. 24 beautiful large full
color reproduction.. of fano, masters. (VI
New $1.44
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF MAGIC & THE
SUPERNATURAL, Nearly 1,000 photos arid
drawings. Size Elihril I. (Orig. Pub. at 39.95)
Now $4.95
YOU CAN WHITTLE & CARVE. Easy pia,
on carving figures, plagues, trays. etc.
(Orig. 131
CARE & REPAIR OF ANTIQUES by Thomas
Orrrubxe. Hi,. with 40 photos, (Orig.
$3,001
Only $1.00
BOOK OF PROVERBS. Maxims from East &
West 8 the wisdom of the Ages. (Orig
Now $1.00

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s books, Religion, Music, Art, etc. Get these new
books at Bargain Prices Now at San Jose Book Shop. Come Early Ion Good Choice.
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOKask us about it-chances are we can give you immediate information as to price, exact
title and availability. It we don’t have it, we can get it for you promptly.
Open until
9 p.m.
Thursday

ose

Best Seller
Reps lets
tot- Less
295-5513
119 E. Son Fernando between 3rd and 4th Sts,

00K SHOP

the Straw liatN
PIZZA SUPREME

pc othe family bottf;e
22 Kinds of Pizza
* Prawns-Chickens-Salads
* Giant Sandwiches Until 4 p.m.

Entertainment Thurs-Sun
- Happy Hours, Mon-Thurs
4-6 p.m.
* Now Forming Amateur Banjo
Group. Call For Information.
1400 Campbell Ave., Campbell

378-1800 or 253-0703

Mato

Send
cash or
Spartan
Phone

it. handy ordr blink.
check. Mi
check
Daily Classilids.
294.6414, Eat. 2465

GO AS FAR AS YOU LIKE
WITH

of $2

Daily
Name

510. ens.: ’n rotor testing, COMMtlill
tom design, nuAlint, a tam
cation
Wad eVialsta
Demerol ACcUUlilling Office.
Accounting and business :Administration majors needed in auditing.

15c

CLASSIFIED RATES

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

THURSDAY
Humble Oil and Relining Co.
Liberal arts, hie mess, marketing,
civil, electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering, economics
11111jOIN wanted tor engineering
exploration, production. manufacturing, research and development
sales, marine operations, and marketing dealer sales respesentatives.
McClellan Alr Force Babe. Majors in engineering, business administration. liberal arts and othet’s are needed in engineering administration, logistics support, contract and personnel administration, production numagement, technicti supply support.
State of California. Civil engineering majors needed in design
or construction of water resources,
highways or bridges.
John F. Forbes and Co. Accounting majors wanted as staff accountants.
Idaho Nuclear Corporation. Majors in mechanical, chemical and
industrial engineering, chemistry,
math and physics needed in research and development and operation of experimental atomic power
reactors.
Naval Missile. Center. Electrical
and aerospace engineering majors
as well us physics majors needed
in telemetry equipment design.
data automation, flight data analy-

CIGS

r

College. San Jose,
Calif. 95114.

Job Interviews

4.

Enclose
out to

(1/046111U 360
Know what you’ll like about Passport 360
by Van Heusen? It’s assured ...A bit bold and
breezy and strictly for the influential.
This new toiletry collection of cologne,
after shave and deodorant is a sure passport
to where the action is!

check that "417"
ranopress shirt.
A neat specimen of
masculinity and permanently
pressed as well! Van Heusen
knows how to please a man
...and a woman too!

Puritan Oil Co.
44h 6 William
10th 6, Taylor

411 6 Keyes
13th Er MI..

VAck N1 HEUSENJ
by /*sego

